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1RESEARCH ARTICLE
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9Abstract A 20 year coastal altimetry data set (X-TRACK) is used, for the first time, to gain insight into the
10long-term interannual variations of the surface circulation in the Sicily Channel. First, a spectral along with a
11time/space diagram analysis are applied to the monthly means. They reveal a regionally coherent current
12patterns from track to track with a marked interannual variability that is unequally shared between the
13Atlantic Tunisian Current and Atlantic Ionian Stream inflows in the Sicily Channel and the Bifurcation Tyrrhe-
14nian Current outflow northeast of Sicily. Second, an empirical altimetry-based transport-like technique is
15proposed to quantify volume budgets inside the closed boxes formed by the crossing of the altimetry tracks
16and coastlines over the study area. A set of hydrographic measurements is used to validate the method.
17The inferred altimetry transports give a well-balanced mean eastward Atlantic Waters baroclinic flow of 0.4
18Sv and standard deviations of 0.2 Sv on a yearly basis throughout the Sicily Channel and toward the Ionian
19Sea, which is fairly coherent with those found in the literature. Furthermore, the analysis allows to quantify
20the intrusions of Atlantic Waters over the Tunisian Shelf (0.12 6 0.1 Sv) and highlights two main modes of
21variability of the main surface waters path over the Sicily Channel through the Bifurcation Atlantic Tunisian
22Current and Atlantic Ionian Stream systems. Some physical mechanisms are finally discussed with regards
23to changes in the observed currents and transports.

24
25

26

27

281. Introduction

29The Sicily Channel (hereafter SC) plays a central role in the Mediterranean Overturning Circulation by con-
30trolling the water mass exchanges between the Eastern and Western subbasins of the Mediterranean and
31by linking their respective large-scale circulations. The water masses exchanges and flows between the two
32subbasins are, as first approximation, driven by a two-layer system: surface fresh Atlantic Waters (AW) flow
33eastward whereas more saline intermediate and bottom waters are formed in the eastern basin, i.e., the
34Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) and the Eastern Mediterranean Deep Waters (EMDW), flowing westward
35(Astraldi et al., 1996, 1999). This dynamics of water masses is modulated by its regional mesoscale variations,
36wind forcing, mixing processes (e.g., Lermusiaux & Robinson, 2001; Manzella et al., 1988; Stansfield et al.,
372003) and largely constrained by the complex topography of the SC (e.g., Astraldi et al., 1999; Napolitano
38et al., 2003). Several recent studies following the detection in the 1990s of the Eastern Mediterranean Tran-
39sient (e.g., Roether et al., 2014) have highlighted the SC as a key area to follow major changes in the Medi-
40terranean Overturning Circulation (e.g., Gasparini et al., 2005; Malanotte-Rizzoli et al., 2014). AQ3

41We focus here on the surface circulation that regulates the AW path toward the Ionian Sea and Levantine
42basin. In the pioneering works, the AW was always considered flowing South East from Sicily toward the
43Libyan coasts (Lacombe & Tchernia, 1972; Nielsen 1912; Ovchinnikov, 1966). Recent studies using drifters
44(Poulain & Zambianchi, 2007), numerical simulations (B�eranger et al., 2004) or coastal altimetry (Jebri et al.,
452016) have depicted more complex circulation patterns (Figure F11a) with much of the AW feeding two main
46streams, the Atlantic Ionian Stream (AIS) flowing south-eastward close to Sicily (Buongiorno Nardelli et al.,
472001; Robinson et al., 1999) and the Atlantic Tunisian Current (ATC) flowing southward over the Tunisian
48shelf (Sammari et al., 1999). The ATC may also have secondary currents branches over the Gulfs of Gabes
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the main Atlantic waters circulation features at the upstream and over the Sicily Channel based
on Jebri et al. (2016). Acronyms are listed in Table 1. The altimetry tracks (044, 059, 135, 161, 222, and 237) from the
T/P 1 J1 1 J2 mission and crossing the study area are shown in green dashed lines. The 200 m isobath (pink solid line) is
from ETOPO2v1 global gridded database. (b) Mean absolute geostrophic cross-track velocities computed from the
selected TP 1 J1 1 J2 altimetry tracks over the period 1993–2013.
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49and Sidra, i.e., the Atlantic Libyan Current (ALC) (e.g., Jebri et al., 2016). This complex circulation has a
50marked seasonal component mainly driven by the AW transport seasonality, which is more intense in winter
51(November–February) and minimum in August (Gasparini et al., 2007; Manzella, 1994; Rinaldi et al., 2014).
52Recently, using 20 years of altimeter data and concurrent sea surface temperature images, Jebri et al. (2016)
53showed that the impact of the AW flow seasonality on the surface circulation of the SC results mainly in the
54strengthening of the ATC and ALC branches nearby and over the Tunisian shelf during winter.

55Nevertheless, many questions still remain open about the interannual component of the SC surface circula-
56tion. Numerical modeling studies have mostly focused on a restricted part of the Central Mediterranean
57(e.g., Jouini et al., 2016; Pinardi et al., 1997), while sparse in situ based studies remain spatially limited to the
58SC entrance (e.g., Ben Ismail et al., 2012, 2014; Sammari et al., 1995) or to the northwestern part of the chan-
59nel (e.g., Bonanno et al., 2014). The previous works of Buongiorno Nardelli et al. (1999, 2006) have demon-
60strated the potential of standard altimetry for the estimate of currents inside the SC. While long time series
61of reprocessed altimetry data are now available over the entire Mediterranean Sea, no attempt was yet
62made to study the interannual variability of the regional circulation in the SC from altimetry as it has been
63the case for other areas with narrow coastal boundary currents, such as the Liguro-Provençal Current in the
64North Western Mediterranean (Birol et al., 2010; Bouffard, 2007) and the Navidad current along the northern
65coast of Spain (Le H�enaff et al., 2011). AQ4

66The main objective of this work, then, is to investigate the interannual variations of the surface circulation
67over the entire SC from a long-term (20 years) improved regional along-track altimetry data set recently
68developed and validated (Jebri et al., 2016). To this aim, the interannual variability of the altimetry-derived
69surface currents spatial is first documented through space/time diagram analysis. In a second time, the vari-
70ability of the AW volume transports related to these surface current patterns is quantified using an empirical
71transport-like technique. This transport-like model is built by projecting cross-track geostrophic velocities at
72depth and assuming volume transport continuity through the closed boxes delimited by the crossing of the
73altimetry tracks and coastlines, including regional bathymetry constraints. The paper is organized as follows:
74the data set is presented in section 2. The interannual variations of the surface currents and transports both
75derived from altimetry are analyzed in sections 3 and 4, respectively. In section 5, we shed some light on
76the crucial questions and the potential causes of the interannual variability. Finally, a summary and some
77perspectives are given in section 6.

782. Material and Methods

792.1. Altimetry Data Set
80For this study, we have first retrieved 20 years (1993–2013) of observations from the Topex/Poseidon,
81Jason-1, and Jason-2 altimetry missions (hereafter called T/P 1 J1 1 J2) along six satellite tracks crossing the
82Central Mediterranean Sea (044, 059, 135, 161, 222, and 237; see Figure 1a). We used an experimental post-
83processed Sea Level Anomaly (SLA) altimetry product (X-TRACK) computed by the CTOH (Centre de Topo-
84graphie des Oc�eans et de l’Hydrosphère) and distributed by AVISO (http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/
85products/sea-surface-height-products/regional/x-track-sla.html). The X-TRACK data are generated with a
86specific regional reprocessing algorithm improving the quality and availability of coastal altimetry data (e.g.,
87Birol et al., 2010; Bouffard et al., 2011; Durand et al., 2008). AQ5The method details can be found in Roblou et al.,
88(2011) or on the AVISO1 website. This altimetry product holds short spatial scale variations (along-track
89loess filter with a 40 km wavelength cutoff) and a high-resolution tidal correction derived from a regional
90version of the MOG2D model. It is noteworthy that no long wavelength error correction was used in
91X-TRACK to remove correlated noise due to orbit errors or uncertainties in geophysical corrections. Absolute
92Geostrophic Velocity (AGV) along the selected tracks is computed from the Absolute Dynamic Topography
93(ADT) following the method described in Jebri et al., (2016). We have computed the X-TRACK ADT by adding
94the regional Mean Dynamic Topography (MDT) (Rio et al., 2014) to the X-TRACK SLA. To minimize the noise
95impact when computing the across track AGV, we smoothed the ADT by the optimal filter of Powell and
96Leben (2004) at a four point size (i.e., 25 km) in accordance with the small baroclinic Rossby radius of defor-
97mation in the study area (�15 km, Borzelli & Ligi, 1998). Such an optimal filter is expected to result in a slope
98noise standard deviation of 2–4 cm/s in the geostrophic velocity fields (Powell & Leben, 2004). For detailed
99information about the validation of the X-TRACK, data set over the study region please refers to Jebri et al.
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100(2016). Here we only note that the estimated accuracy of altimetry-derived currents by comparison with
10148 h moored current meter data of �8 cm/s (see Jebri et al., 2016) is reduced to �5 cm/s when the data
102sets are 90 days low-pass filtered (i.e., at interannual scale).

1032.2. Ancillary Data
104We use historical hydrographic data from SeaDataNet Pan-European infrastructure for ocean and marine
105data management (http://www.seadatanet.org/Data-Access/Common-Data-Index-CDI) to validate transport
106model parameters over the study area. Individual hydrographic profile went through standard data quality
107control procedures (http://www.seadatanet.org/Standards-Software/Data-Quality-Control). Several CTD
108casts are available on the SeaDataNet database for the area of interest (south of Sicily and long the Tunisian
109coasts). However, in our study only those collected on oceanographic cruises carried out on board the
110INSTM R/V Hannibal over the Sardinia Channel and the Tunisian shelf between 1995 and 2009 were used
111because we could not access to data from other line transect surveys. Note that most of measurements
112were sampled in spring and fall months. Winter data were available only during 1995, 1996, and 2009. More
113information about the sampling details of the oceanographic cruises (periods, number of casts, and sta-
114tions) can be found in the SeaDataNet website or in Sammari et al. (1999) and Ben Ismail et al. (2014). Based
115on the classical dynamic method (Schilchtholz, 1991), the temperature and salinity fields of the available
116CTD data are used to compute the surface dynamic heights and estimate the in situ surface geostrophic
117currents, as in Ben Ismail et al. (2012, 2014), with a 320 m reference level for the deeper CTD casts (300 dbar
118in Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 1999, 2006) and the bottom depth for those on shallower bathymetry.

119We also considered a sea surface temperature (SST) reprocessed product based on AVHRR Pathfinder Ver-
120sion 5.2 data set obtained from the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (http://marine.
121copernicus.eu; technical@gos.artov.isac.cnr.it; Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 2013; Casey et al., 2010) and avail-
122able from 1981 to 2012. This data set consists of regional, gap-free, Level 4 maps available daily at a high
123spatial resolution (1/248) representative of night SST values. Monthly SST means are used in section 5 to pro-
124vide complementary information on the surface currents.

Table 1
Acronyms and AbbreviationsAQ12AQ13

AC Algerian Current
ADT Absolute Dynamic Topography
AGV Absolute Geostrophic Velocity
AIS Atlantic Ionian Stream
ALC Atlantic Libyan Current
ATC Atlantic Tunisian Current
AVHRR Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
AVISO Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic Data
AW Atlantic Waters
BATC Bifurcation Atlantic Tunisian Current
BiOS Bimodal Oscillating System
BTC Bifurcation Tyrrhenian Current
CTD Conductivity, Temperature, Depth
CTOH Centre de Topographie des Oc�eans et de l’Hydrosphère
EMDW Eastern Mediterranean Deep Waters
EMT Eastern Mediterranean Transient
LIW Levantine Intermediate Water
MDT Mean Dynamic Topography
MSSH Mean Sea Surface Height
NAO North Atlantic Oscillation
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
SG Sidra Gyre
SLA Sea Level Anomaly
SST Sea Surface Temperature
T/P1J11J2 Topex/Poseidon, Jason-1 and Jason-2
SC Sicily Channel
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1253. Interannual Variability of the Surface Currents

126We start the analysis by investigating the oceanic surface variability in the study
127area from the monthly along-track AGV by using Empirical Orthogonal Function
128(EOF) analysis. The explained variance of the first modes ranges between 15% and
12935% for all tracks, except for track 044-North with 46%, and is sometimes close to
130that of the second modes as the sum of the first four modes is varying from 49%
131to 71% (see Table T22). Due to this lack of clearly dominating spatial patterns for
132most of tracks, the analysis of the related current patterns may be ambiguous to
133interpret from track to track and preclude any synoptic view over the whole area.
134We then focus mainly on the temporal variability of the first four modes with Fig-
135ure F22 presenting the energy spectra of the time series (principal components) of
136the four modes (grey lines) and their mean spectrum (black lines) for the different
137tracks. Except for track 135, the most energetic harmonic of the remaining tracks
138corresponds to the annual cycle (12–13 months) with a different energy level from
139one track to the other. The latter is markedly weaker downstream (tracks 135 and
140237) than upstream of the channel (track 161). This annual frequency clearly domi-
141nates the most significant peaks at higher frequencies (e.g., at �3–6 months) or the intermediate ones in
142the interannual band. Those are slightly above the subannual ones, but variable from one track to the other.
143Nevertheless, some common peaks at 4–5 (2.5–3) years are clearly seen on tracks 059, 044, and 135 (161,
144222, and 044), but are generally of ambiguous significance level. Given the strong domination of the sea-
145sonal cycle, we applied a low-pass 12 months filter on the altimetry time series to extract specifically the
146interannual variations of the surface currents. The corresponding Hovm€uller diagrams are shown in Figure

F31473. Note that track 222 which crosses all the TSC in northwest-southeast direction is split in three parts and
148interleaved between the other tracks to better illustrate the flows connection and continuity.

149The first significant feature showed in Figure 3 is the cyclical burst within the Algerian Current (AC) core off
150the Algerian Tunisian shelf (track 161; 37.98N238.28N) and eastward on the upper part of track 222. It shows
151velocities up to 25 cm/s on track 161 occurring almost every 2–3 years from 1993 to 2004, then over a con-
152tinuous period from 2008 to 2011. These bursts are likely coherent with the energy peaks observed at 2–3
153years on the spectrum of tracks 161 and 222 (Figure 2). This 2–3 years signal is less obvious on track 237
154due to the split into a branch fluctuating toward the edge of the Northwest Sicilian coast, at the origin of
155the AIS/Bifurcation Tyrrhenian Current (BTC), and a second one following the continental slope of Cape Bon,
156and leading to the ATC. The latter accelerates (AGVs> 25 cm/s) around 378N during 2001–2002, 2009, and
1572012, but also meanders meridionally. The BTC on the upper part of track 044 shows coherent fluctuations
158with the AC (i.e., in the 2.5–3 years range), besides a significant tendency to enlarge and intensify from 2002
159to 2013.

160Eastward inside the SC, the northernmost part of tracks 059 and 044 exhibits a current vein corresponding
161to the AIS location, just southward of the Sicily coast, with a mean velocity exceeding 15 cm/s. On track 059,
162the AIS position shifts interannually from 36.258N to nearby the Sicilian coasts (36.98N) showing wider off-
163shore expansions during 1999–2001, 2005, and 2009 likely due to the Sicily upwelling year to year variability
164(Bonanno et al., 2014). The AIS accelerates remarkably in 2001 reaching velocities greater than 25 cm/s. By
165contrast, we observe on track 044 an AIS constantly off the coast (�10 km) and flowing east toward the
166Ionian basin with a quasi-steady width (�70 km) and intensity, except in 2003 and 2011 where the current
167weakens significantly.

168In the Southern part of the SC, the ATC flows south-eastward along the slope of the Tunisian shelf and splits
169into two branches around 358N on track 059: one forming the Bifurcation Atlantic Tunisian Current (BATC)
170that continues eastward, and the other ultimately feeding the ALC which flows toward and along the Libyan
171coast. The ATC/ALC fluctuates every 3–5 years and shows weak velocities (5–10 cm/s). The BATC flows
172slightly northward with a weakly variable and smooth (5 cm/s) background vein, but reveals two marked
173intensifications (15–20 cm/s) accompanied by large extensions (35–35.58N) in 2003 and 2011.

174The ATC and BATC flows are less evident in the middle part of track 222 (33.58N–368N) due to its along
175slope, and hence along the main current, orientation. The ATC signature in the middle part of track 222 is a
176southwestward vein flowing onto the shelf near Cape Bon (�378N) with weak velocities (�5 cm/s) all over

Table 2
Percentage of the Explained Variance of the First Four EOF
Modes for the Selected Parts of Altimetry Tracks

Track Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

161 32 20 13 7
222-North 21 19 12 10
044-North 46 17 13 9
237 15 13 12 8
059 22 19 12 10
222-South 25 14 8 7
044-South 23 21 11 10
135 28 16 13 11

Note. Track 044 is subdivided in two parts, north of Sicily
(044-North) and south of Sicily (044-South). Same for track
222 with a part at the upstream of the SC (222-North) and
the other inside the channel (222-South).
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Figure 2. Spectrum of the time series associated to the first four EOF modes of the monthly cross-track absolute geostrophic current for the selected TP 1 J1 1 J2
altimetry tracks. The individual spectrums of each track point are shown in grey line and the mean spectrum is presented in black. The red vertical lines indicate
the annual harmonics. Track 044 is subdivided in two parts, north of Sicily (044 North) and south of Sicily (044 South). Same for track 222 with a part at the
upstream of the SC (222 North) and the other inside the channel (222 South).
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177the 20 year period, except for 2003 and 2011 where it shows evidence of higher velocity (�15 cm/s). Over
178the Gulf of Hammamet, (�35.78N–36.78N) the flow reverses eastward with positive velocities particularly
179high (15 cm/s) during 2003 and 2011 and jointly with the two marked events previously seen on track 059
180and attributed to the increased BATC flow. Further south on track 222 (�33.18N–35.58N), the along-slope
181branch of the ATC fluctuates in east-west motions with relatively homogeneous intensity throughout the
182years (�5–8 cm/s), except for 2011 where it reaches a maximum of 13 cm/s around 33.78N. The remaining
183vein at latitudes southward of 33.28N has a dominant eastward direction and likely corresponds to the ALC
184that holds for the final exit for the Tunisian shelf AW flow, constrained by the Libyan coast to a narrow
185coastal jet.

186The BATC continuation toward the East on track 044 1 135, between 35.58N and 368N, shows higher veloci-
187ties and even more marked fluctuations likely due to an undulating recirculation from the upper AIS or
188westward flow from the Ionian Sea. On the contrary, the 2003 and 2011 events are reminiscent of the previ-
189ous anomalies seen on tracks 059 and 222. The coherency of these, jointly with increased AC on track 161
190and the weakening of the AIS on track 044, ultimately suggest major changes of the main AW (ATC/BATC
191versus AIS) pathways toward the Ionian Sea. We note that the most pronounced BATC fluctuations lead to
192flow interactions with the northern eastward flow of the Sidra Gyre (SG), especially in 2000, 2003, and 2011.

Figure 3. (top) Hovm€oller diagrams of the 12 months filtered cross-track geostrophic velocities (bottom) for each of the selected tracks or part of tracks. The differ-
ent tracks are ordered in longitude and over the same latitude scale in order to highlight flow continuation between the different current veins from the western-
most track (161) at the entry of the SC to the easternmost ones (135-044) at its exit. The main currents positions are shown on each Hovm€oller (see black thin
lines). Acronyms are listed in Table 1. The dashed thick line on 044 1 135 plot indicates the edge between the two adjacent tracks 044 and 135.
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193However, this does not seem to strongly affect the SG interannual variability whose significant intensifica-
194tion is rather observed, during 1998–1990 and between 2006 and 2010, mainly on its southeastern branch.

195Last, the southern part of track 135 shows a clear regime shift after 2002 with an eastward coastal current,
196likely corresponding to the ALC that seems to appear suddenly, jointly with an AC increase and extent
197southward very closely to the coastline on track 161. This shifting period coincides with a technology
198change between the end of TOPEX/Poseidon and the launch of Jason-1 missions, which would cause some
199large wavelength bias. However, the bias associated with the change of MSSH (Mean Sea Surface Heights)
200used to generate TOPEX/Poseidon and Jason-1 X-TRACK is of the order of millimeters and thus would not
201significantly affect the sea level gradients used for AGV calculations. This hints at a dynamical mechanism
202rather than an instrumental error as the most plausible cause for this signal. However, the altimetry time
203series is too short (23 years) to draw any significant conclusion on the potential mechanism underpinning
204this decadal variability.

2054. Transport-Like Analysis

206The cross-track currents derived from the altimetry data (AGVs) provide valuable yet qualitative information
207on the surface circulation, mainly the AW flow and its associated pathways, and show significant spatial
208coherence in the interannual variability. This methodology has two main caveats. First, the AGV is only a
209component of the total current. Second, the velocities on the different tracks are not quantitatively compa-
210rable due to their different orientations (AVG projection) with respect to the dynamic patterns. Finally, the
211bathymetric variations along and between the different tracks are very high, ranging from <100 m near the
212coast and on the Tunisian shelf to about 500 m and down to 1,000–2,000 m in the central and the eastern-
213most parts of the studied area, respectively.

214In order to provide a more quantitative view of the regional circulation of the SC while ensuring that current
215structures are coherent regarding the continuity of the flows, we take advantage of the spatial layout of the
216altimetry tracks which, together with the coastlines delimit closed boxes (see Figure 1b). Since the AGV are
217normal to their associated tracks (and obviously are null when normal to the coastline), we can establish
218transport budget within these boxes. To do so, we defined a ‘‘proxy’’ for the AW transport (surface flow)
219based on the monthly means of the 20 years cross-track AGV, including bathymetric limitations on shallow
220area, that is used to estimate transport budget in each box. Thus, this is not an attempt to estimate true
221transports, but rather a quantitative diagnostic to assess the flow continuity between the different currents
222veins seen on each track and how the related interannual variability may significantly affect the main AW
223pathways over the study area. The model’s assumption and formulation are described in the following
224section.

2254.1. Model Equations and Tuning
226Building on the work of Han and Tang (2001), the total volume transport (T) is the sum of the barotropic
227(TBT), baroclinic (TBC), and Ekman transport (TE). The altimeter-derived current velocities obtained from
228along-track ADT assuming geostrophy (Bouffard et al., 2008; Jebri et al., 2016) are not thought to include
229the Ekman component of the surface circulation, which must be treated apart. More, the Ekman transport
230concerns only the first meters of the surface layer and its impact should be insignificant in comparison to
231that of the geostrophic transport (e.g., Bouffard et al., 2010). Nevertheless, it will be discussed later. The
232main part of the high-frequency (<10 days) component of the barotropic signal forced by pressure is
233removed from the altimetry data through a regional version of the tide model Mog2D. Though altimetry
234signal may still contain the lower frequency barotropic signal due to wind forcing, Rintoul et al. (2002) and
235Buongiorno Nardelli et al. (2006) suggested that it rather retains the baroclinic part of the geostrophic circu-
236lation. In practice, density data are required in addition to the altimetric velocities to quantify properly the
237barotropic and the baroclinic transports (e.g., Fofonoff, 1962; Han & Tang, 2001). Buongiorno Nardelli et al.
238(2006) have extrapolated to depth the geostrophic velocities along a Topex/Poseidon track crossing the SC
239for three particular dates, using simultaneous hydrographic measurements and a statistical approach.
240Though their method is robust and very promising for the monitoring of currents variability, it surely
241requires a continuous in situ survey along the altimetry tracks. This high sampling of in situ data is rarely
242available over the SC, in particular on the Tunisian and Libyan shelves.
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243In the case of the Sicily Strait, the LIW and AW flows being opposite, there is a no motion layer signing their
244interface as shown in Buongiorno Nardelli et al. (2006). Assuming this AW/LIW interface as a reference
245depth, any projection of surface velocity values down to it should be able to reproduce grossly the baro-
246clinic component of the AW related flow. This hypothesis is equivalent to considering a positive value as a
247net AW eastward transport (over the LIW westward one). Negative values may be representative of west-
248ward recirculations of the AW flow or possibly of mixed AW with Ionian sea surface Waters (i.e., Modified
249AW) or Western Intermediate Waters (e.g., Ben Ismail et al., 2014). Here our transport-like model is simply
250defined as the double integral along a track and down to a reference depth of a projected depth-
251dependent geostrophic current (Ug(x,z)) defined as:

T5

ðxend

x0

ðZmax

0
Ug x; zð Þdxdz (1)

252where x0 and xend stand for the start and end of each part of a track so that a ‘‘track-closed-box’’ is formed.
253Zmax is the reference depth of integration, adjusted to bathymetry (derived here from the global ‘‘Etopo01’’
254data set) in the shallow portion of the track (i.e., when Zbathy is less than Zmax). The distribution of the geo-
255strophic current with depth is defined, from the altimetry AGV, assuming an exponential-like (secant hyper-
256bolic) depth-dependency:

Ug x; zð Þ5AVG xð Þ3 sech k xð Þ3zð Þ½ � (2)

wherek xð Þ5 sech21 0:01ð Þ
min Zmax; Zbathy xð Þ

� � (3)

257so that the retained baroclinic component is reduced to 1% of the surface velocity at depth Zmax or adjusted
258to the local bathymetry, when Zmax is deeper than the local bottom depth Zbathy. The use of a secant hyper-
259bolic gave a reasonably good fit with the shapes of observed baroclinic profile as shown for the example of
260November 1996 in Figure F44, comparing the analytical profiles derived from the altimetry AVG on track 237
261with the observed profiles from the CTD velocities on Transect ‘‘SI.’’ Some preliminary tests with a linear
262function and an exponential one simply showed higher and lower, respectively, geostrophic currents at
263middepths due to change in the depth decay, and hence transports. However, they did not change signifi-
264cantly the relative importance of the simulated transports nor the order of magnitude of residuals in each
265box.

266The most delicate issue is the definition of a meaningful water mass boundaries between the surface (AW
267and Modified AW) and the intermediate (LIW) layers, given the many different water masses crossing the
268area and that the vertical extent of structures related to the AW flow in the Sardinia-Tunisia-Sicily area is not
269homogeneous (e.g., Ben Ismail et al., 2014; Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 2006; Onken et al., 2003). The main
270AW current vein at the Channel of Sardinia has a vertical extension ranging around 150–200 m (e.g., Astraldi
271et al., 1999; Onken et al., 2003; Sammari et al., 1995). It is reduced inside the SC (118E–138E; 36.58N–37.88N)
272where the LIW counterflow at depth limits more the vertical extension of the AW flow. The interface
273between the two opposite flows is not homogenous and is often defined by a salinity range of 37.8–38.2,
274depending on authors, as between �100 and 150 m depth (e.g., Astraldi et al., 1996; Grancini & Michelato,
2751987; Onken et al., 2003; Sammari et al., 1995). An AW/LIW interface depth of �125 m was also observed in
276(Gasparini et al., 2004) from current meter measurements. Considering as much as possible the distribution
277of the different water masses present in the area, this interface (i.e., Zmax) cannot be fully defined for each
278month and each track over a 20 years period. So, we first set up the Zmax values at 200 m upstream and
279125 m inside the SC based on the above literature. We secondly made some sensitivity tests, mainly for
280Zmax value inside the SC (100, 125, 150, and 200 m) as illustrated in Table T33. These tests showed logically an
281increase (decrease) of the associated volume transports for deeper (lower) Zmax on most of the cross-track
282sections (i.e., the deepest ones), but did not change qualitatively the relative strengths of the main current
283veins (i.e., ALC, BATC, AIS, etc.). For instance, for track 222 south of Sicily, the increase varies from 0.005 to
2840.01 Sv as the Zmax deepen from 125 to 150 or 200 m. The associated residuals of the volume transports for
285each box were slightly affected, except a marked degradation for the 200 m value of about 0.1 and 0.05 Sv
286for boxes 2 and 5, respectively (see Table 3). Lastly, the Zmax parameter was set then at 200 m west
287(<11.308E) and at 125 m inside (�11.308E) of the SC as these values gave the better long-term residuals for
288most of the boxes.
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Figure 4. Example of altimetry vertical profiles extrapolated with a secant hyperbolic velocity function (solid blue lines)
for track 237 on 4 November 1996 against observed CTD vertical velocity profiles (dotted grey lines) for a Sicily transect
(SI) on 5 November 1996. The location of both transects is superimposed on the map at bottom right.

Table 3
Sensitivity Tests Carried Out for the Zmax Parameter Upstream (Zmax-North) and Inside (Zmax-South) the Sicily Channel of the
Secant Hyperbolic Velocity Function

Zmax Setting (m)
Zmax-North 200 200 200 200 250
Zmax-South 100 125 150 200 125
Tracks Transports (Sv)
161 0.8306 0.8306 0.8306 0.8306 0.9543
222-North 0.7000 0.7000 0.7000 0.7000 0.8612
237 0.6749 0.6749 0.6749 0.6749 0.8173
044-North 0.2239 0.2239 0.2239 0.2239 0.2799
222-South 20.0272 20.0353 20.0402 20.0522 20.0353
059 0.3739 0.4413 0.5072 0.6326 0.4413
044-South 0.2710 0.3527 0.4121 0.4658 0.3527
135 0.0122 0.0148 0.0168 0.0197 0.0148
Boxes Transports (Sv)
Box 1 0.0139 0.0139 0.0139 0.0139 20.0348
Box 2 0.0581 0.0020 20.0549 20.1693 0.0771
Box 3 0.0189 0.0075 20.0012 20.0123 0.0188
Box 4 20.0342 20.0706 20.0799 20.0341 20.0706
Box 5 0.1249 0.1443 0.1581 0.1812 0.1443

Note. The associated transports values for the different tracks and their residuals inside the closed boxes are also
shown. Track 044 is subdivided in two parts, north of Sicily (044-North) and south of Sicily (044-South). Same for track
222 with a part at the upstream of the SC (222-North) and the other inside the channel (222-South).
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2894.2. Model Validation Using Independent In Situ Estimates
290We test the transport-like model first by comparing the geostrophic velocity profiles estimated from
291altimetry with those from available simultaneous hydrographic measurements made over the Tunisia-
292Sardinia sections (‘‘SA1, SA2, and SA3’’) versus tracks 161 and 222 and the Tunisia-Sicily section (‘‘SI’’) ver-
293sus track 237. Figures F55 and 6 show examples of such comparisons for November 1996, July 2006, and
294July 2007. Globally, all sections show F6an upper layer with a coastal jet marked by high eastward veloci-
295ties (>20 cm/s) corresponding to the core of the AW as defined by the in situ salinity profiles (not
296shown). The eastward AW vein on the ‘‘SA1,’’ SA2, and ‘‘SA3’’ sections loosely agrees with that derived
297from altimetry on tracks 161 or 222, respectively, regarding its position with respect to the bathymetry
298slope and its intensity. The vertical structures extrapolated from altimetry give velocities slightly weaker
299than those derived from the CTD fields, mainly due to the smoothing effect of the secant hyperbolic
300function. Hence, the depth extension of the current seems to be slightly lower (by �30 m), especially in
301November 1996, and the interface with the intermediate layer (i.e., the zero velocity isoline) is unclear
302on the altimetry sections. Further east, the ‘‘SI’’ section, close to track 237, shows an in situ derived east-
303ward geostrophic current of 25–30 cm/s with a maximum depth extension of 150 m and a marked
304mesoscale variability that is not reproduced by the monthly averaged altimetry-derived AGV. Likewise,
305the in situ geostrophic currents of the ‘‘SI’’ section highlight a well-defined LIW/AW interface and even
306westward LIW veins at depth (> 150 m), especially in July 2006. Nevertheless, the vertical structure of
307the upper layer derived from these tracks is globally coherent with that of the in situ derived geo-
308strophic current.

309There are a number of factors that can cause the altimeter AGV to differ from the in situ currents. As such,
310their lack of colocation, as the available CTD transects are not always in the best configuration regarding
311the orientation of the altimetry tracks. Observed discrepancy can also be explained by the lack of synoptic-
312ity of the CTD data. As such, an uncompleted resolution of the temperature and salinity gradients and
313hence of the density ones, or the time shift between the in situ measurements and the altimeter passage.
314This time shift between both estimates varies from few hours to 4 days in our case (see Figures 5 and 6),
315and the larger it gets, the most significant differences are noted. This time shift would be particularly con-
316straining such comparisons in an area of marked mesoscale variability like the Central Mediterranean Sea
317(e.g., Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 2001, 2006).

318Last, Figure F77 compares the corresponding estimates of the baroclinic transport over the upper 200 m
319depth. Despite the different locations, estimates of transports derived from both data fields give relatively
320good qualitative matches for the same months, even if in situ estimate are generally in the lower range of
321altimetry-derived values, likely due to differences in the spatial extent of the sampled sections between
322both estimates. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is 0.415 Sv (0.291) Sv between the ‘‘SA1’’(‘‘SI’’) sections
323and track 161 (237). The comparison of ‘‘SA2’’ to track 222 transports (dashed lines) resulted in a RMSE
324slightly higher by 0.027 Sv than that with track 161. Note that the ‘‘SI’’ transect is by far the most sampled
325transect among the available hydrographic data, which would explain its lower RMSE with altimetry com-
326pared to the few samples available for ‘‘SA1’’ and ‘‘SA2.’’

327We were not able to apply the same analysis eastward inside the Sicily Channel due to the lack of adequate
328CTD data coverage. Indeed, the scarcer available CTD data are limited to transects over the Gulf of Hamma-
329met with a southwest-northeast direction, thus perpendicular to the closest track (222). However, those
330generally show small or poorly resolved geostrophic structures with a limited vertical extension (not shown)
331of no more than 100–150 m over deeper area. Thus, we rely on the literature (see above) to define an inter-
332face depth (Zmax) of 125 m, for the calculation of the baroclinic AW transport for all tracks east of Cape Bon
333(>11.308E).

3344.3. Mean Box Transport Budget and Related Errors
335The mean AW transport estimates based on the retained configuration are shown in Figure F88 with long-
336term averaged flow residuals calculated as the difference between the inflow and outflow of each track-
337closed box. Except for boxes 4 and 5, the long-term averaged flow residuals are significantly lower than the
338transports at their frontiers, not exceeding 12% of the boundary transports. This suggests that the long-
339term mean AGV has a spatial coherency that is conserved with this transport-like approach, despite the
340complex bathymetry of the area. For box 1, the estimate over the Sardinia Channel (track 161; >378N) is
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3410.83 Sv on average, from which 0.70 Sv continues eastward through track 222 (>378N) while a small amount
342(0.12 Sv) enters the SC close to Cape Bon (southernmost part of track 237). These transport estimates led to
343a low mean residual (0.0139 Sv).

Figure 5. Comparisons between altimetry tracks (222 and 161) and CTD Sardinia transects (SA1, SA2, and SA3) geo-
strophic currents for (a) November 1996, (b) July 2006, and (c) July 2007. The surface patterns are shown on the top. (bot-
tom) The vertical sections of the CTD (altimetry) transects are shown on the middle. The vertical sections of altimetry data
are extrapolated from the theory ‘‘Sech’’ model (see equation (2)). Positive (negative) currents (in cm/s) indicate an east-
ward (westward) direction. The grey areas show the bathymetry, extracted from ETOPO2v1 global gridded database, for
each point. The zero current value is indicated with a continuous black line. The time of passage of altimetry tracks and
the day of measurement of CTD data are indicated on each vertical section.
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344The mean baroclinic AW transport inside box 2 (track 237; >378N) is 0.56 Sv, from which 0.22 Sv escapes
345northwest of Sicily via the BTC (northern part of track 044) that is rather a mixture of AW and LIW (see
346Onken et al., 2003). Box 2 is also fueled by a small input from the Tunisian Shelf (0.0659 Sv, middle part of
347track 222), giving a total AW entering flow of 0.4 Sv. This AW transport entering the central SC is well bal-
348anced (residual of 0.0021 Sv) by a quasi-equivalent south-eastward transport of 0.39 Sv through the upper
349part of track 059 that combines the AIS and BATC flows. Box 3, which covers mainly the Tunisian shelf, also

Figure 6. Same as Figure 4 but with the in situ Sicily transects (SI) against track 237.
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350shows a well-balanced mean flow budget with 0.12 Sv of AW inflow close to Cape Bon (from box 1) equally
351shared between its eastern (track 222; 0.0659 Sv toward box 2) and southern (track 059; 0.0632 Sv toward
352box 4) boundaries.

353Box 4 shows a slightly reduced mean AW transport residual with a deficit of 20.071 Sv due to a weak
354(�0.09 Sv) outflow across track 135 against 0.35 Sv outflow from track 044 south of Sicily, which is likely
355enhanced by the mean AIS and BATC flows from box 2. Box 5 holds by far the highest error (0.1444 Sv) due
356to both flows from the southernmost parts of tracks 059 and 222 that converges almost constantly with
357quasi-equivalent transports. The mean residual of box 5 (Tunisian Libyan shelf) contrast sharply with that of
358box 3 (Gulfs of Gabes and Hammamet), which is one of the best inside the channel despite being on a
359shallow-water shelf. In addition, the residual error of box 4 is very close to the southwestward transport of
360track 222 in box 5 which seems to be the main cause to its deficit. We noted previously (section 3) on the
361interannual current patterns of the southernmost part of track 135, an absence of the ALC signature before
3622002 and a sudden appearance just afterward. By contrast, it is present all over the 20 years period in terms
363of transport at the southernmost part of track 222, but with intermittency and a tendency to decrease dur-
364ing the last decade. A box transport budget solely over the 2003–2013 period gives better results regarding
365box 4 residuals (with an inflow of AW of 0.42 Sv upstream track 059 and an outflow of 0.4 Sv downstream
366across tracks 135 and044), but without improving the box 5 ‘‘bad’’ residual. This suggests (though carefully)

Figure 7. Comparison of transport times series estimates from altimetry tracks 161 and 222 with those (top) from CTD
‘‘SA1’’ and ‘‘SA2’’ transects and (bottom) from track 237 versus ‘‘SI’’ transects over the period 1993–2013.
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367that the ALC flow across the southernmost part of track 222, in continuity with the 0.063 Sv from box 3
368(track 059), is not fully resolved in the raw altimetry data set (see section 5.1 for more details).

3694.4. Interannual Variations of Baroclinic Transports
370The low-pass (12 months) altimeter-derived baroclinic transport time series are shown in Figure F99 for each
371track-closed box. Error bars in Figure 9 show the estimated error in the altimeter transports defined as 61
372standard deviation of each time series. The colors of each time series correspond to those of the tracks parts
373in Figure 1b. Note that the signs of the track transport estimate are set positive (negative) for inflow
374(outflow) and are repeated for the adjacent boxes parts. The transports through box 1 (Sardinia Channel),
375dominated by the AC flows, show significant interannual variability ranging from 0.6 to 1.15 Sv on track 161
376and from 0.4 to 1 Sv on track 222, sometimes perfectly phased (e.g., during 1995–1996 and 2010–2011).
377The remaining outgoing transport from box 1 on track 237 is of minor importance (0.12 Sv on average), but
378has a clear increasing trend. The associated transport is also marked by several bursts in 1998, 2003, and
379from 2009 to 2013 with values of about �0.2–0.25 Sv (better depicted with the reduced range of box 3 plot
380in Figure 9). Though they are of the same order of magnitude as the monthly low-pass filtered box errors,
381they clearly follow the variability of the AW flow across track 161.

382The incoming flows to box 2 (south and northwest of Sicily) across track 237 range from 0.2 to 0.9 Sv with a
383variability similar to that across tracks 161 and 222 of box 1. The 20% weakening of the AW transport
384between tracks 222 and 237 is likely due to some recirculation of the AW flow in the Central Mediterranean
385through the South Eastern Sardinia Gyre (e.g., Sorgente et al., 2011). The outgoing transport across the
386northern part of track 044, that would stand for the BTC, has an increasing trend with a clear regime change
387from positive/negative to constantly negative (i.e., eastward) flow and a lower frequency from 2 to 3–4 years

Figure 8. Mean transports (in blue) and track-closed transport residuals (in red) over the 1993–2013 period. Blue arrows
indicate the orientation of the main AW transport at the boxes frontiers. Boxes number are in black and the transports
unit is in Sv.
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388after 1999. We believe the variations before 1999 are due to the interaction of the BTC with the Westward
389Northern Sicilian Current (Sorgente et al., 2011), whose signature in Figure 3 (track 044) would be the west-
390ward coastal AGVs that weaken afterward due to the increased BTC flow.

Figure 9. Time series of interannual surface transports for each of the five track-closed-boxes from 1993 to 2013. Each
line color stands for a part of a track as indicated on the right of each panel and similarly to the color code of Figure 1b.
The black lines are the interannual transport residuals of the track-closed-boxes. The error bars plotted every 12 months
indicate the estimated error in the altimeter transport defined as 61 standard deviation of each time series
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391The AW transport across track 222 (middle part) is rather eastward on average when flowing from box 3 to
392box 2 (0.0659 Sv), but with significant fluctuations (60.14 Sv). It shows transport increase phases during
3931995, 1998, 2000–2001, and 2012 and reverse periods in 1996 and 2006 (better seen with the reduced
394range of box 3 plot). The outgoing flow from box 2 on track 059 does not vary much with values around
3950.27–0.53 Sv all along the years. Note that after 2004, the transport time series of tracks 059 and northern
396044 feature significant equivalent flows with almost the exact same amount starting from 2010. Their out-
397flows, in antiphase with track 237 inflow, contribute in a perfectly balanced residual (Figure 9, black line,
398box 2). This suggests that a significant part of the increasing AW transport upstream led to an increased out-
399flow toward the Tyrrhenian Sea, i.e., through the BTC.

400The transport budget of box 3 (Gulfs of Hammamet and Gabes) relies on the northern ATC inflow on track
401237 (0–0.25 Sv), the fluctuating flow across track 222 (middle part) (20.19 to 0.08 Sv) and the constantly
402southern outgoing flow across the southern part of track 059 (0 to 20.15 Sv). The residual is rather negative
403(excess of outflow) before 2002 (except for 1996) and positive (excess of inflow) until 2012. The variability of
404tracks 222 and 237 derived transports is sometimes in phase, mainly during 1996 and 2006 with increased
405AW flows, but more frequently in antiphase i.e., compensating flows in 1994, 1998, 2000–2001, and 2012.
406The flow across track 059 is almost always directed eastward, which enhance the hypothesis of a significant
407part of the ATC flowing on the shelf toward the Gulf of Gabes (see Jebri et al., 2016). Its variability is not
408clearly phased with neither of the two other flows (across tracks 222 or 237).

409Box 4 (southeastern shelf of Sicily and Libyan coasts) exhibits the most evident variations and has an inter-
410esting location since it is crossed by four surface features: the AIS and ATC/BATC Atlantic waters related
411flows from the Sicily and Tunisian shelves, respectively, the ALC on track 222 and expected interactions
412with the SG on track 135. The interannual variations on tracks 059 (with both the AIS and BATC flows) and
413044 (mainly the AIS flow) are in good balance with quasi-equivalent transports around 0.35–0.40 Sv all over
414the years, except for 2003 and 2011 when the AIS related transport shows marked decreases of about 0.25
415Sv. Those are clearly compensated by the marked increases of the southern outgoing transport on track
416135, that may stand for a stronger BATC interacting with the SG eastward return flow as also suggested by
417the analysis of the interannual AGVs (see section 3). These two events of joint and opposite transport vari-
418ability across tracks 044 and 135 strengthen the premise for a specular mode of the AW transport through
419the SC.

420Box 5 holds the least significant variations, with the two transports across tracks 135 and 222 being system-
421atically convergent (i.e., both represent inflows into the track-closed box), leading to large residuals of the
422transport budget. Those are more systematically associated with track 222 transport estimates, with a 1–3
423years variability. Note that the same apparent covariability is observed on the residuals of box 4, suggesting
424a critical deficiency of the transport-like model regarding the southern part of track 222 as also discussed
425above in section 4.3.

4265. Discussion

4275.1. Limitations of the Proxy Method for Transport Estimation
428Our transport-like approach allowed to better quantify the different AW related flows while taking into
429account the strong bathymetry constraints of the SC. This transport-like approach appears globally efficient,
430as the long-term averaged transport budgets gave low residuals, at least for the boxes over the deepest
431areas, and mean transports are in the range of previous estimates for the AC flow (0.5–1.5 Sv) at the
432entrance or inside the SC (e.g., Astraldi et al., 1996; Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 2006; Onken et al., 2003; Sam-
433mari et al., 1995). Budget uncertainties for boxes 3 and 5 over shallow areas, however, show the limits of
434such altimetry-derived approach, requiring thus to be discussed in-depth.

435First, although the altimetry product used here is posttreated for coastal zone applications, errors of SLA
436estimates at endpoints could be crucial for narrow coastal jet, especially the ALC that is thought to be insuf-
437ficiently resolved for a balanced transport budget in boxes 4 and 5. The Tunisian-Libyan shelf area shows a
438drastic reduction of the continental shelf where tidal resonance with amplitudes of 2 m may occurs (e.g.,
439Sammari et al., 2006), so that one may question the ability of the regional MOG2D tidal model used in the
440X-TRACK data treatment to remove such strong tidal harmonic in this specific area. Second, the prevalence
441of the SG current patterns over track 135 derived AGV questions the strong assumption of a homogeneous
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442baroclinic model for the whole area. Though previous work suggested that the SG could possibly modulate
443the seasonal AW outflow outside the SC (Ciappa, 2009; Gerin et al., 2009; Jebri et al., 2016; Poulain & Zam-
444bianchi, 2007; Sorgente et al., 2011), there is no reason for its vertical structure to be similar to the AW
445related geostrophic currents, such as the ATC and AIS. This also questions the hypothesis of a constant baro-
446clinicity for all tracks, as significant variations of the AW/LIW interface depth in the center of the SC was
447observed from hydrographic data at different time scales ranging from weeks to seasons and even up to
448multiyear (e.g., Ben Ismail et al., 2012, 2014; Sammari et al., 1995).

449Other factors such as the aliasing of high-frequency (<1 month) mesoscale patterns in the monthly means
450may also lead to flow and transport-like uncertainties. Sorgente et al. (2003) found from numerical modeling
451a transport baroclinic component ranging from 1.0 to 1.8 Sv. Onken et al. (2003) estimated an eastward AW
452transport entering the Sicily Channel of �1.3 Sv with a barotropic contribution of 0.4 Sv for October 1996.
453This gives a 0.9 Sv estimate for the baroclinic transport of AW inflowing the SC, close to the value computed
454here for tracks 161 and 222 (0.7–0.8 Sv on average, �1 Sv in Figure 9 for 1996) and only slightly higher than
455the monthly estimate of 0.8 Sv computed from tracks 237 and 044 for the same period. This estimate is
456reduced to 0.56 Sv with the 12 months low-pass filter in Figure 9, but Figure 7 shows that monthly esti-
457mates rather varies over the range of previous estimates. On the other hand, a mean baroclinic AW trans-
458port of 0.49 Sv is given in Korres et al. (2000) through the SC, while the few estimates of Buongiorno
459Nardelli et al. (2006) varies from 0.43 to 1.43 Sv for a 0–300 dbar vertical section over the deepest part of
460track 059. Likewise, the northern inflow of track 237 (ATC) shows values during 2003 in agreement with the
461transport estimate of Ben Ismail et al. (2012) from in situ geostrophic and adjusted currents over the 0–
462150 m layer.

463The 10 days time return of the initial TOPEX and Jason1–2 data for a track limits the ability of the altimetry
464data to fully capture the strong mesoscale activity associated with the numerous narrow currents, fronts
465and eddies as well as their possible interactions. Poorly resolved mesoscale variability between tracks at
466short time scales (5–10 days) may be aliased in monthly means and lead to significant errors in the
467transport-like estimates and track-closed box budgets. Nevertheless, the variances of the residuals are
468always significantly lower than the sum of the variances of the corresponding transports (see Table T44), sug-
469gesting that if some deviations from the model assumptions can lead to significant monthly transport bud-
470get errors, these errors nearly compensate each other on longer time scales. Moreover, the low-frequency
471modulation of the mesoscale variability may generate long-term anomalies in the surface circulation pat-
472terns or in the water masses and, consequently, explain a significant part of the interannual variability of
473the AW flow (Fernandez et al., 2005; Larnicol et al., 2002). Some elements to support our results may be
474found in the 11 years study of eddy kinetic energy from altimetric data of Pujol and Larnicol (2005), such as
475a significant increase of the EKE along the BATC path in 2003 for a preferential southern AW outflow mode
476discussed above and over the Sicily upwelling area in 1999 and 2001, in support to the offshore migration
477of the AIS flow in Figure 3.

478Lastly, the 12 months low-pass filter monthly residuals seem likely nonsignificant in boxes 1, 2, and even 4,
479hence over the deepest areas which exhibit major (>0.4 Sv) inflows and outflows. They may seem more
480questionable in box 3, which is on the Tunisian shelf and where the strong bathymetry constraint on the
481flow may increase the errors, whether through the tidal model corrections or baroclinic deviation from the
482transport-like model. The near along-slope orientation of track 222, crossing the main ATC path, with a

Table 4
Average Statistics of Surface Transport Over Track-Closed-Boxes

Box Number Mean (AWT) Variance (AWT)
P

(Variance (AWT))

1 0.0139 Sv 0.1515 Sv2 0.2577 Sv2

2 0.0021 Sv 0.0921 Sv2 0.2865 Sv2

3 0.0076 Sv 0.0399 Sv2 0.0581 Sv2

4 20.0706 Sv 0.0971 Sv2 0.2103 Sv2

5 0.1444 Sv 0.0274 Sv2 0.0334 Sv2

Note. AWT stands for Atlantic Water Transport. The third column stands for the sum of the transport variances of
each track-closed-box side.
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483bathymetry ranging between 40 and 390 m, is likely the main source of such uncertainties, as yet suggested
484for boxes 3 and 5 in section 4.1. Nevertheless, we rely on the good transport budget for the deepest track-
485closed boxes, especially the conservation of the mean AW baroclinic flow of 0.4 Sv all over the SC, even
486with the significant part (0.12 Sv) transiting through the Tunisian shelf. We, therefore, assume that our anal-
487ysis helps to quantify some major year-to-year changes in the pathways of AW transport throughout the
488studied area.

4895.2. Main Interannual Variability Modes of the AW Circulation in the SC
490Over the 20 year time series of altimetry surface current and associated transports, we first notice a signifi-
491cant trend for an increased inflow of AW in the Tunisia-Sicily-Sardinia area with a marked interannual vari-
492ability that is unequally shared between the ATC and AIS inflows in the SC and the BTC outflow northeast of
493Sicily. AQ6The surface ATC related currents near Cape Bon, and potentially the associated transport from box 1
494to 3, reaches the strongest intensities during 1998, 2003, 2009, and 2012, always associated with increased
495AW flows through track 161. These AW pulses are also seen on the upper part of track 237 as an inflow to
496box 2, but are often compensated by an increased BTC outflow across the upper part of track 044. This led
497to a nearly constant southeast AW flow throughout boxes 2 and 4, while the regime shift in the BTC surface
498current and transports over the upper part of track 044 clearly follows the long-term tendency of an
499increased AW flow. This suggest that the interannual and long-term variability of the external upcoming
500AW flow would be primarily distributed through the ATC and BTC flows, the AIS related one being less
501variable.

502The low variability of the AIS related AW transports for both tracks 059 and 044 (see Figure 9) may appear
503somewhat surprising given the marked variability of surface velocities across track 059 (Figure 3), that show
504wide expansions offshore during 1994–1996, 2005–2006, and 2009–2010. The high variability of the AIS
505flow off Sicily is a well-known feature due to the interaction with the Sicily upwelling driven by a joint effect
506of wind stress and bathymetry constraints over the Adventure Bank (e.g., Bonanno et al., 2014; Grancini &
507Michelato, 1987; Piccioni et al., 1988). B�eranger et al. (2004) and Jouini et al. (2016) argue that this upwelling
508may be also reinforced by the westward advection of Ionian waters at depth through Kelvin-like trapped
509coastal waves along the Sicilian coast. By contrast, both the surface AGVs (Figure 3) and transport estimates
510(Figure 9) across track 044 in the SC are significantly less variable, showing only two marked decreases in
5112003 and 2011. Note that the northern part of track 059 (box 2 boundary) include both the ATC/BATC and
512AIS flows and that the high mesoscale variability in the central part of the SC may lead to recirculation pat-
513terns between them. The crossing between tracks 222 and 237 near Cape Bon, being in the middle of the
514main ATC vein of currents, prevents us from clearly quantifying the relative contribution of the AW flowing
515over the Tunisian shelf with regard to the one along-slope. Several eastward pulses across track 222 are
516associated with the AW inflow pulses in support to a rapid recirculation toward the central part of the SC in
5171994–1995, 1998, 2000–2001, and 2012. In addition, the fluctuating westward AVG between 35.58N and
51836.28N on both tracks 059 and 044 (Figure 3) would sign such possible recirculation patterns and may
519explain the low variability of the AIS related transport over the 20 year time series.

520The last major pattern highlighted in our analysis is the shift in the preferential AW outflow to the Eastern
521Mediterranean from track 044 (northern SC) to track 135 (southern SC) in 2003 and 2011, suggesting inter-
522actions with the southward SG. Those are signed on both the AVG and transport estimates, each being
523associated with an increased BATC flow upstream (tracks 222 and 059). Nevertheless, only the first one
524seems to be driven by an increased AW flow from the AC (tracks 161, Figures 3 and 9) and ATC (track 237,
525Figures 3 and 9 for box 3). A similar BATC/SG coupling is detectable in 1999–2000, but with no effect on the
526mean AW outflow, as well as an intensification of the SG in 1998–1999. This interannual variability mode of
527the AW flow over the SC is identified in Jouini et al. (2016) from a neural cluster analysis of a 46 years Medi-
528terranean circulation simulation (NEMO 1/128). Their analyses revealed a very significant signal for this circu-
529lation mode during summer 1999, 2003, and 2011, consistent with our findings. To better support this
530assumption, we illustrate in Figure F1010 typical summer situations where the AW would rather exit the SC pri-
531marily through the BATC (summers of 2003 and 2011), or on the contrary by the dominant AIS flow (sum-
532mer of 2005 and the 20 years summer climatology). It clearly shows the prominence of the ATC/BATC
533surface geostrophic velocity in 2003 and 2011 over the AIS related ones. The summer 2005 and climatologi-
534cal situations show an AIS flow associated with a marked tongue of colder AW that propagates northward
535in the Ionian Sea along the East coast of Sicily. The thermal signature of the BATC flow toward the southern
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536Ionian Sea is more marked in 2011 than in 2003 likely due to the overall heating of the surface layer during
537the 2003 heat wave on the Central Mediterranean Sea (e.g., Olita et al., 2007). They attributes the summer
5382003 AIS weakening to a decreased longitudinal density gradient over the SC, due to the heat wave
539induced heating over the area, and reduced wind forcing of the Sicilian upwelling, with a compensating
540increased BATC. The turbulent AW flow toward the Tunisian shelf is signed in all cases by a tongue of
541slightly colder surface temperature, interleaved between the warm coastal waters of the Gulf of Gabes and
542those from the southern Ionian Sea. This thermal signature of the AW flow over the shelf is less pronounced
543in 2003 and 2011, with reference to the two other situations, likely due to increased mesoscale variability
544over the Tunisian-Libyan shelf and the possible flow interactions with the SG. Lastly, the more evident sig-
545nature of the ALC flow in the southeastern part of the shelf during 2003 and 2011 supports an increased
546AW flow toward the southern Ionian Sea.

5475.3. Possible Connection between Transport Variations and External Factors
548In this subsection, we discuss the large-scale oceanographic and atmospheric factors that may cause the
549interannual variations of the surface currents and transports over the SC. One of those, is the Ionian Bimodal
550Oscillating System (BiOS) dynamics (Gačić et al., 2013, 2014). The BiOS anticyclonic mode intensifies the
551spreading of the AW into the northern Ionian while the cyclonic situation implies a wider spreading of AW
552in the southeastern basin (Bonanno et al., 2014). Knowing that tracks 044 and 135 catches a part of the

Figure 10. Summer (June–July–August) mean of cross-track currents and SST maps for 2003, 2005, and 2011. The summer
season climatology is also shown. The 200 m isobath (grey solid line) is from ETOPO2v1 global gridded database. The
white arrows show the preferential path of that Atlantic Waters follow to exit the Sicily Channel.
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553Ionian circulation, the particular events of the BATC and SG around 33.28N–34.28N in 1997–1998 in Figure 3
554(track 044 1 135) and the two BATC events of 2003 and 2011 (see Cardin et al., 2015; Gačić et al., 2014) are
555possibly related to the BiOS variability. Part of the interannual variability could also be linked to the Eastern
556Mediterranean Transient (EMT) that may act through water masses modifications in the Sicily Channel (Gas-
557parini et al., 2005; Roether et al., 2007), to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) likely affecting the global
558Mediterranean circulation (Rixen et al., 2005; Vignudelli et al., 1999) or even the local winds. Cardin et al.
559(2015) argue that the relaxation phase of the EMT lasted for the last 20 years, while Gasparini et al. (2005)
560suggest that a further EMT evolution can be diagnosed after 1999 at the entry of the SC with a decrease
561(increase) of AW (LIW) salinity of similar magnitude as in 1992–1993. The resulting salinity horizontal varia-
562tions and density gradients would then induce intense surface currents (by geostrophy) and the eastern
563basin would be reached by fresher surface water during a higher EMT like phase (Gasparini et al., 2005).
564How this long-term relaxation of the main 1992–1993 EMT event lies with the long-term tendency of
565increased AW flow toward the SC, suggested by our analysis, is unclear, but this does not exclude the possi-
566bility of pulsed outflow of modified LIW affecting the AW flow surface signature. Except the AW flow in the
567Sardinia channel and the ALC sudden increase at midterm of the 20 year time series, there is no obvious
568variability on the main AW flow paths that would be consistent with a NAO-like decadal time scale. More-
569over, the connection between the NAO and the Mediterranean circulation is not fully understood, being
570possibly different among subregions (e.g., Rixen et al., 2005) or interacting with the BiOS (e.g., Pinardi et al.,
5712016) or the EMT (e.g., Tsimplis & Josey, 2001).

572Although regional AW structures in the SC are mainly driven by large-scale thermohaline circulation, the
573winds may have a significant role. The geostrophic component of the circulation is not directly influenced
574by the local winds, but rather indirectly via the baroclinic instabilities (Omrani et al., 2016). As such, the
575intense north-west summer winds contribute in the generation of the upwelling off Sicily and influence the
576variability of the AIS flow (Sorgente et al., 2011). Other studies (e.g., Poulain & Zambianchi, 2007) showed
577similar results with a correspondence between the AIS and ATC and Mistral-like wind regimes, while low
578currents were rather associated with weaker southerly winds. In terms of transports, B�eranger et al. (2005)
579estimated a relatively low correlation of 0.3 between the intensity of local wind and the eastward transport
580through the SC. Here, we estimate an order of magnitude of the Ekman transport over the study area fol-
581lowing Pickett and Paduan (2003): AQ7

TE5
s

qw f
(4)

582where s is the along-transect component of surface wind stress, qw is the density of seawater (assumed con-
583stant at 1024 kg m23), and f is the Coriolis parameter. The quadratic stress law of Large and Pond (1981)
584was used to obtain wind stress from wind velocity:

s5qaCdUwind2 (5)

585where qa (�1.225 kg m23) is the air density and the dimensionless friction coefficient Cd is taken as 0.0013
586for Uwind <11 m s21 (Large & Pond, 1981) as it is the case for the Sicily Channel. According to the model of
587Omrani et al. (2016) relevant surface winds in the region were typically from the northwest at 6–10 m s21.
588Following equation (5), these winds would produce near shore wind stresses of approximately 0.037 N m22

589(for latitudes around 378N), which, in turn, would yield offshore Ekman transports of 0.008 Sv. This transport
590associated to the Ekman effect is very small (more than two orders of magnitude) compared to the geo-
591strophic component computed above and can be neglected. More, it is a high-frequency signal which, thus,
592would not affect our budget on the low frequency, i.e., from the seasonal to the interannual time scale (Han
593& Tang, 2001). Anyhow, our knowledge about the contribution of local changes in winds in the interannual
594current and transport variations over the SC is yet to be refined.

5956. Summary and Perspectives

596This study conducts a specific analysis of the surface geostrophic currents through the Sicily Channel as
597derived from along-track absolute dynamic topography over a 20 years data set. This allows monitoring of
598the interannual fluctuations of several boundary currents, i.e., the AC, ATC, AIS, BATC, ALC, and SG that
599spread the Atlantic Waters over this study area. Our analysis also reveals a spatial track-to-track coherency
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600observed consistently over the entire length of the altimetry period, despite the marked interannual vari-
601ability (Figures 3 and 7). We estimate the associated AW baroclinic transport via a transport-like model that,
602despite the caveats, agrees relatively well with historical observations and/or numeric modeling. The model
603finds two significant modes of variability, (1) a long-term tendency for an increased AW flow benefiting
604preferentially to the BTC and the ATC/ALC systems, and (2) a shift AW flow from the AIS, as the predominant
605mode, to the BATC and SG systems for 2 years over the 20 year time series. Furthermore, the analysis gives
606better insights on the variability of the transport flow over the wild shelf of Tunisia.

607In a context of scarce hydrographic measurements and the difficulty and cost of maintaining dense in situ
608network, our study proves that coastal altimetry can be a highly useful tool for obtaining long time series of
609the water transport over the whole SC region and with a relatively good spatial resolution. Furthermore, the
610upcoming altimetry missions (e.g., the CNES/ISRO SARAL-AltiKa Mission in Ka-band, the ESA CryoSat-2 and
611COPERNICUS Sentinel-3, Sentinel-6 Mission in SAR mode) will significantly reduce measurement noise and
612increase the along-track resolution. This would help improve the observations over the more coastal areas,
613especially the Tunisian-Libyan shelf where our approach seemed deficient. The use of these new coastal
614altimetry observations, in the expectation of the improvements of satellite Sea Surface Salinity over
615enclosed Seas such as the Mediterranean, in synergy with other data sources and modeling tools will enable
616a better understanding of the structure and evolution of the currents in the Central Mediterranean. Particu-
617larly, the recent availability of suitable ocean circulation reanalysis (e.g., Hamon et al., 2016; Pinardi et al.,
6182016) would help answer the main remaining open questions about the relative strength of internal (e.g.,
619regional atmospheric forcing and mesoscale activity) and external (e.g., atmospheric and climatologic
620effects) factors that would explain the long-term tendency and particular events revealed by our analysis.

621
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